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formerly of the compliance and
enforcement branch and now a
private consultant.

Role playing was incorporated to
add realism. Revenue inspector
Bob Day and operations officer
George McKee, both of the
Prince George regional office,
portrayed a feller-buncher

- continued on page 2

the satisfaction of seeing results
on the ground. During this hectic
time, we also delivered dozens of

Forest Renewal BC projects
worth millions of dollars.

In cooperation with
the forest industry

and the federal
government, we
successfully
concluded an
agreement on trade
and softwood
lumber that will
prevent trade

action.

Our latest challenge
has been to deal with a

reduced budget and FTE
allocations. We are accomplishing
this by streamlining the ministry,
capitalizing on our inherent
strengths and reviewing our

- continued on page 2
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Boyachuk roughed out the idea
with help from Brown, who has a
wealth of experience from his
days as a natural resources officer
in Manitoba. Expertise was also
provided by John Smith,

Christmas is just around the
corner. Last year at this time, I
asked you to take some time to
reflect on the remarkable
accomplishments of the
Forest Service.

This year has been
every bit as hectic
and busy. For
many it has been
very stressful. We
have had our
successes and our
setbacks. You can
be satisfied that the
long-term health of
the forest resource and
its ability to continue as a
major contributor to the
provincial economy have
benefited from your efforts.

We have taken major steps
forward in implementing the
Forest Practices Code and have

J.., ast summer Mackenzie
district resource
assistants (RAs) Greg

Boyachuk and Dave Brown
trashed a recreation site, faked
some boundaries on a cutblock
and set a slash fire. And they did
it with full support from their
supervisors. In fact, they're now
being commended for their work.

The duo created the three
scenarios to simulate the type of
infractions Forest Service staff
might encounter and investigate
on the job. The scenarios - one
of which was based on actual
experience - were designed to
help staff learn enforcement
techniques.

Boyachuk and Brown spend a lot
of time enforcing the Forest
Practices Code and other
regulations. But they noticed
hands-on exercises were missing
from existing law courses.

"The field exercises, for those
who don't have background,
allowed staff to become familiar
with ticketing," said Bruce
Armstrong, a field operations
supervisor in the district. "Others
became familiar with what they're
enforcing.

"The exercises were prompted by
people who didn't have
authorization as a forest official or
forest officer, but needed it."

Mackenzie RAs design
enforcement scenarios

Please distribute to all employees at their workstations



A message from the deputy, from page 1

Enforcement scenarios, from page 1 of training by one's peers is well
received by staff. These two
exemplifY the effort shown by
many others."

The idea has spread to Fort St.
James and Dawson Creek forest
districts as well, which
incorporated timber mark checks,
using actual logging trucks, and
logging inspections.

Revenue inspectors Bob Day,
Llaird Lynch, Marcel Belanger
and Brian Cornelis have all
played roles, ranging from truck
drivers to irate loggers.

"Districts are finding out about it
and requesting the scenarios,"
said Day. "Some districts want to
do it again next year to see if
they've improved," he added.

More scenarios will be added to
the enforcement training next
year, including one on range.
And no, Bob Day will not be
wearing a cow suit. For more
information contact Dave Brown
or Greg Boyachuk at (250) 997
2200, or OV ID: GEBOYACH
or DABROWN.

- submitted by feffElder;
communications officer;

Prince George fOrest region

service delivery systems and administrative procedures at all levels.
We are all aware that some of our colleagues and work mates will be
leaving the ministry in the new year, while others will be moving
from one office or community to another.

These people, whether they are leaving government or moving to

another office location, will be missed. They were all participants in
our collective successes and are owed a debt of gratitude from those
of us who remain. They should all leave with their heads high and
with our heartfelt thanks. They certainly have mine.

I would like to offer all members of the Forest Service, past and
present, a happy and relaxing holiday season with their families and
loved ones.

aware there are usually several
enforcement options. A person
suspected of littering may simply
be asked to clean up. Someone
caught cutting firewood without a
permit might be ticketed, or may
only be asked to fill out a permit
at the district office.

"They really showed a lot of
initiative putting together this
package themselves," said
Mackenzie district manager Mike
Cleaver, describing the efforts of
Boyachuk and Brown. "Delivery

Boyachuk (I.) and Brown: developed enforcement simulations for

realistic training. (Jell Elder photo.)

and a witness to vandalism at a
recreation site. Field Operations
Supervisor Joe Long played a
logger involved in a trespass.

The cases themselves were heard
in a mock court session, with the
Honorable Dave Hargreaves
presiding. In reality, the court was
a district boardroom and
Hargreaves is operations manager.

The objective was to put
technicians and foresters through
realistic simulations, from
gathering evidence and
interviewing witnesses to
preparing a report for Crown
counsel and testifYing in court.
The first two-day session was held
last June in Mackenzie.

The field sessions were videotaped
and then reviewed at the end of
the course, with experienced
investigators giving tips.

Brown and Boyachuk said their
co-workers were appreciative.
"We had lots of group
participation," Boyachuk said.
"Approaching individuals and
laying charges is hard for RAs."

But, he said, the exercises gave
staff confidence and made them
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Researcher joins V.S. committee
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Artificially creating wildlife trees is
expected to help restore eco
systems in damaged habitats.

"Many second growth forests lack
many of the requirements for
wildlife habitat that you would
find in old growth," said Jerry
Kennah, district manager in
Duncan.

"While harvesting second growth,
we will have the opportunity to
introduce measures to
accommodate a full range of
biodiversity. "

Based on the experience, the
silviculture practices branch is
producing a "how to" manual for
broad distribution.

Bradford expects to have a first
draft available by the end of this
fiscal year. A final version, to be
published later, will incorporate
revisions based on the first year's
response.

The manual will enable wildlife
tree modification techniques to be
applied at any scale - from class
projects for schools to individual
loggers making a few extra cuts
with a chainsaw.

The modification
techniques - which
include hollowing logs
to create bear dens,
duplicating the effects
of a lightning strike to
attract insects for
woodpeckers, and
carving slits in stumps
for bats - were
applied at three sites
near Vernon and at
Currie Creek in the
Duncan forest district.

In total, nearly 60
trees or fallen logs
were modified to
create customized
habitats.

While early signs of
success have been
recorded in Vernon, it
is too early to judge
the effectiveness of the

Duncan modifications. Moni
toring will continue indefinitely
in both districts.

Working with the 0.5. National Academy of Science advisory

Committee, Dr. McLellan will review the science and economics of the

current management of wolves, bears, moose and cariboo.

Dr. Bruce McLellan of the research branch has been appointed to a

prestigious American committee to help in a study of the

predator/prey relationship between certain species in Alaska.

His participation is expected to support B.C!s management of these

species under the Forest Practices Code and boost the province's

profile and reputation among the international community.

An internationally-recognized expert on grizzly bears, Dr. McLellan

has published extensively in scientific journals and been featured in

National Geographic Magazine.

Bradford feels his away around a bat flange

carved into a fallen tree.

Custom wildlife trees
show promise

~
Uild it and they will come.
It worked for long-dead
baseball players, and it's

working for wildlife in the Vernon
and Duncan forest districts.

Both districts completed projects
last summer to create wildlife trees
in recently-logged areas. The
techniques, pioneered by American
Tim Brown, duplicate natural
processes that result in habitat for a
variety ofwildlife. The Forest
Service contracted Brown to bring
the expertise to B.C.

Already, observers have noted that
the Vernon modifications have
attracted bats, squirrels and
woodpeckers.

"It's really encouraging," says
Peter Bradford, forest practices
forester with the silviculture
practices branch.



"I feel quite grateful for the
experience I've had in the Forest
Service, and we're a really considerate
bunch. What we do conveys good
spirit, not just from an individual
but from the ministry as an
organization."

Among other causes adopted by Forest
Service branches are Santas Anony
mous, a campaign organized by a local
radio station; the Salvation Army; and
the Mustard Seed Food Bank.

The business design branch has
embarked on an ambitious plan to

help their "adopted" family at the
Women's Transition House.
Coordinated by Secretary Maryellen
Bercier, each of the branch's four
sections conducts its own fund
raising activity.

One section holds weekly 50/50
draws, with half going to the winner
and half to the cause. Another
collects donations of wines, cheeses
and other luxuries, and sells tickets
for a raffle. Another section sells
copies ofJoe's Notebook, a collection
of household tips produced by local
radio personality Joe Easingwood.
All proceeds go to charity.

Staff at public affairs branch
contribute to a "jeans fund"
throughout the year for the privilege
of wearing jeans on Fridays. At
Christmas, the money is used to buy
gifts for a needy family.

Staff parties, luncheons
and potlucks

The Victory Armoury will be the site
of one of the many branch
luncheons, dinners and home
parties.

lead by example, and dig deep to
help out the cause. And they will,
she promises.

Yvonne Smoljanovic demonstrates

how full the executive branch

hamper will be by Christmas.

"If I have to, I'll be a real pain in the
butt," she laughs.

Actually, it could be Smoljanovic
leading by example. Every
December, she quits buying herself
the "incidental daily comforts,"
putting the money instead into a
special fund. "When we go for
coffee, I just sit and talk rather than
have a coffee," she says. "That's $2 a
day, $10 a week."

By the deadline for contributions,
Smoljanovic has set aside $75 to
$100 for her personal donation.

~Sharing, caring and IIJ
's the Forest Service

I
t's probably the only day of
the year that Victorians regret
their climate. Sure life in the

banana belt is good, but the
romantic in all of us pines for a
white Christmas. Poor us; we seldom
get it.

But a little rain on the parade doesn't
dampen anyone's spirits. In fact, a
survey ofVictoria Forest Service
offices reveals that, just like regional
and district offices featured in the
Forest Service News in previous years,
charity and festive spirit are abundant.

The dominant theme in all office
Christmas activities is charity. Every
Victoria office polled is busy
collecting hamper items and cash
contributions to help the less
fortunate, either as individual
campaigns or as part of a
headquarters-wide project.

As in previous years, executive
branch Operations Assistant Joan
McCorry is coordinating a hamper
drive to benefit the Victoria Women's
Transition House and the Christmas
Project, a charity drive launched by a
Victoria woman several years ago.

The brainchild of former
restaurateur Valerie Williams, the
Christmas Project collects and
assembles hampers for street people.
On Christmas Day, volunteers
distribute the hampers, containing
ready-to-eat items, to the homeless.

With the help of branch
coordinators, McCorry gets all staff
in the spirit of giving. By the end of
November, collection boxes in some
branches were already overflowing.
Just before Christmas, Forest Service
mail services staff will collect and
sort the proceeds. Last year,
donations filled two Forest Service
three-quarter-ton trucks.

McCorry has an important helper
this year. It's up to Administrative
Assistant Yvonne Smoljanovic to
ensure the Forest Service executive
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everyone becomes a sleuth, trying to
figure out who kringled whom.

Late in November, Editorial
Coordinator Debbie Parhar arrived
at work to find bells on her chair,
becoming the first person to get
kringled in 1996. And only one
person so far knows who did it.

"The kringling will get fast and
furious around here now," says Dayle
Howell, communications projects
coordinator.

Just like the season.

FS News: Do you have any surprises
for this engagement?

Morgan: Yeah, but only off the
record or it won't be surprise.

FS News: Of course.

Morgan: We have Brian Nyberg
doing his rendition ofThe Twelve
Days of Christmas, in which he
substitutes wildlife for each day's
present. So "a partridge in a pear
tree" becomes "a blue grouse in a
spruce tree."

FS News: Fascinating.

Morgan: Yeah.

The practice at public affairs
branch is so bizarre, they had to

invent a new word to describe it.
They call it "kringling." (That's
what you get for not providing
more productive outlets for
their creativity.)

It starts normally enough:
in November, all staff
names go into a hat, everyone
draws a name, and buys or makes
three small gifts, or kringles, for that
person.

But rather than just exchange gifts,
the idea of kringling is to surrep
titiously leave the gift where its
intended recipient will find it. Then

Unarmed at the Armoury and the Angelic Choir: (I. to r.) Christine Eng,

Andy MacKinnon, Don Morgan, Marty Osberg and Del Meidinger.

FS News: Are you nervous to be
playing in front of such a prestigious
audience?

Morgan: Yeah, but we only know six
songs so it won't last long.

FS News: You must find these road
tours gruelling.

Morgan: Absolutely. We rehearsed
twice.

Morgan: A combination of talent and
looks. I've been playing for years, but
I'm not very good at it. Just
persistent. I'm the looks.
MacKinnon's the talent. He's played
professionally at clubs throughout
B.C.

FS News: And the Angelic Choir?

Morgan: Talent and looks. And a
little matrimonial coercion.

FS News: How do you explain your
success?

The event, which attracts staff,
spouses and kids, features a visit
from Santa and live entertainment.
Making its first and only stop on a
high-profile western tour is Unarmed
at the Armoury and the Angelic
Choir, with Andy MacKinnon and
Del Meidinger on guitar, Don
Morgan on mandolin and Larry
Pedersen on spoons. Vocals are by
Angelic Choir members Kirsten
Morgan, Christine Eng, Venecia
Kirstein and Marty Osberg.

(All bandmembers moonlight at the
Forest Service, or are married to
people who moonlight at the Forest
Service.)

The Forest Service News tracked
down Morgan, Unarmed's leader, at
Bastion Square, where we conducted
this exclusive interview:

n:
spirit



In a series ofarticles beginning this issue, the Forest Service News takes an in
depth look at the Forest Practices Code and its - and our - performance
since the new legislation took effectJune 15, 1995.

The Forest Practices Code:
A new beginning
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T
he Forest Practices
Code introduced
what is arguably the

most extensive revamp of forest
practices in British Columbia's
history. The new legislation, says
Ken Baker, executive director of
code implementation, marked the
end of the "frontier era"
underlying the province's
approach to forest management
until the 1980s.

"In past decades, the Forest
Service focused on harvesting,
protection and (more lately)
silviculture," he says. Through the
1970s, Baker says, the dominant
impetus behind B.C. forestry was
economic development.

Policies of the time fostered a
vital, world-class industry and
supported the development and
growth of rural B.C. But by the
'80s, resource managers and the
public recognized the coming of a
new era.

"The public view shifted away
from economic development,"
Baker says. "People became more
interested in forest land and
conservation."

New operating requirements
inspired by changing attitudes
found their way into B.C. forestry
several years before the code. But
it was the Forest Practices Code
that coalesced all aspects ofa
modern approach to forest
management into binding
legislation and its accompanying
- and also binding - regulations.

In Baker's view, the code marked
a demarcation point between old
priorities and new, giving B.C.
what independent analysts have
called the most comprehensive,
progressive and stringent
management regime in the world.
Baker believes the Forest Practices
Code represents a natural
maturation of the provincial
government's view of forestry.

"On-the-ground" practices are
changing. District staff report

FOREST PRACTICES

C DE
smaller clearcuts and an end to
progressive clearcuts, more
wildlife patches and corridors,
wider stream corridors, higher
standards of road building, and
protection of biodiversity.

Licensees appear, for the most

part, to have made the leap to

compliance with the code.

"We are cautiously optimistic,"
reports Roberta Reader, acting
director of the compliance and
enforcement branch. Of 31,000
inspections carried out in the first
year under the code, only 2,685
apparent failures were identified.

Of these, 1,557 were immediately
corrected. The other 1,128 required
further investigation. Of these, 691

are still being investigated, while
437 contraventions were confirmed.

Along with on-the-ground
practices, timber flow is
considered a key indicator of the
code's performance. Results to
date are a concern.

As of September 30, standing
timber inventory (standing
timber for which cutting permits
have been issued) could sustain
industry operations for just over
35 weeks, well below the
ministry's target of two years.

The code also makes an indirect
contribution to the continued
vitality of RC.'s forest industry,
on an international playing field
where environmental practices
may influence consumers' buying
habits.

"The code is an essential part of
our message," says Jenny Fraser,
manager of communications with
the international relations unit.
"It addressed a lot of concerns
held by the international
community and sends a strong
message that RC. is serious about
sustainable forest management."

Among domestic audiences also,
the code has helped restore faith
in the forest industry and the
Forest Service's ability to manage
it for long-term sustainability.

Public opinion polling reveals
that confidence in the industry
has risen dramatically since the
code was introduced.

Along with such successes come
several areas of ongoing concern.

Earlier this fall, the Forest Service
launched a review of operational
planning requirements to address
the "paper burden." The required
number of plans had licensees and
Forest Service district staff
complaining about duplication
and other inefficiencies.



"The code statute and the

regulations are very com-

prehensive •.•• We're all still

learning what it means, both

timber values, is to facilitate the
further evolution of our approach
to ensure efficiency and cost
effectiveness in attaining the new
balance.

Future articles in the code series
will examine recommendations

resultingftom the operational
planning review, code impacts on

the timber flow, consistency in
applying the code, changes in 'on
the-ground"practices, and

compliance and enforcement.

technically and in application!'

Courtesy letter retrieved
from archives saves $O.3M
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Thornton struck paydirt: a 1990
letter advising a Burnaby
organization of delivery of a
shipment of Grow Your Own Tree
kits.

Presented with the letter and
other evidence, the courts
declared the patent invalid.

The moral of the story, says
Thornron, "file it, you'll never
know when you will need it."

Forest renewal section Manager Robin

Brown and Norah Thornton present the

"$300,000 letter!'However, the tree kits
were initially developed
by Scott Paper and
licensed to the Forest Service long
before the patent took effect. To
win the case, and have the patent
declared invalid, the Forest
Service had to prove it.

That's when silviculture practices
branch Records Coordinator
Norah Thornton was assigned to
root through "boxes and boxes" of
old files in search of critical
evidence. After more than two
weeks of what she described as
one of the most tedious jobs ever,

A
n insignif
icant and
long-forgot

ten letter retrieved from
the semi-active flies has
saved the Forest Service
an estimated $300,000.

The letter provided a key
piece of evidence in the
Forest Service's successful
challenge of a patent
held by an Ontario
woman. The woman,
claiming the Forest
Service's "Grow Your
Own Tree Kit" violated a
patent registered by her
in the early 1990s, was
suing the ministry for
royalties for every tree kit
it had distributed.

The review, which by late
November was nearing
completion, was expected to
recommend eliminating some
plans, and standardizing others to
streamline the planning process.
The changes are also expected to
improve the standing timber
inventory and help free up
government and industry staff to
spend more time in the field.

Even after 18 months under the
code, staff throughout the Forest
Service - in the field and at
headquarters - acknowledge
they are on a steep learning curve.

"The code statute and the
regulations are very
comprehensive," says Baker. "The
language is very difficult to
understand. We're all still
learning what it means, both
technically and in application."

These are turbulent times for the
forest industry. Along with the
Forest Practices Code, parks and
protected areas, higher level
plans, a changing timber supply
and land claims are among
several factors redefining the RC.
land base and the forest industry.

"These are the early days of a
change in our thinking toward
forest management," Bakers says.
"It will take several years for the
dust to settle.

"The current challenge, now that
we have recognized the need for
careful management of non-
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Rewards for good ideas

Get on the bus, curlers
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any of today's Forest
Service staff weren't
around when the

annual bonspiel was more popular
than a modern-day Grey Cup. But
Curt Clarke and Roger Painter aren't
among them.

Clarke remembers. "You had to be
there to believe it; it was more an
endurance test than a bonspiel."

Like the year 128 teams turned up
and, to get all the games in, curlers
played around-the-clock at two
curling clubs. Or the individual,
somewhat innoculated against the
cold, who played an ent.ire game in
bare feet.

So it's understandable that Clarke and
Painter - and, they are confident,
many others throughout the Forest
Service - want to restore the
bonspiel's legendary popularity.

To help make it happen, they have
organized a bus from Victoria.
Already, half of the 47 seats are sold,
and confirmed passengers include
some notables such as Chief Forester
Larry Pedersen and Deputy Chief
Forester Bronwyn Beedle.

Round trip fare, including ferries and
Coquihalla tolls, is only $55. And the
bus is equipped with a TV and VCR,
so come and catch up on Forest
Service videos.

Remaining seating is available on a
first-come basis. To reserve your
space, as a team or individual, call
Clarke at 387-8913 before January 1.

And now a wee word for all other

Yukio Ozawa

Several staff in the Kamloops forest
region have earned wooden barrel
pens for their ideas on how to make
the office a more efficient place.

In response to the "innovation
challenge" issued by the office
partnership committee, staff came up
with ideas that save a few seconds here
and there - and hours or days over
the long term.

districts and regions: Clarke says if
Victorians - most ofwhom think of
curling as something you do after the
blue rinse - can fill an entire bus,
anyone can. So in the immortal words
of Ken Kesey, hippie pioneer and
author of One Flew Over the Cuckoos
Nest "Get on the bus, man."

"The idea is to encourage people to
submit simple, workable ideas that
make a difference to the way we
operate," said Joan Clarke, who co
chairs the committee.

Among the recipients of the pens are:

• Yukio Ozawa, who suggested an
electronic booking system for pool
vehicles;

• Bob Macdonald, who figured a way
to save time by programming prefix
numbers for long distance phone calls;

• Howard Neighbour, for trying to
make the phone messaging system
work better; and

• Gord Willett, who suggested that
the small business program could
eliminate confusion by using labelled
ribbons to mark boundaries.

"The ideas don't have to be of Nobel
quality or big money savers," says
regional manager Fred Baxter. "All we
want is people using their brains to do
a little better job."
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